
Job Title: Zoo Ambassador 

 
Job Summary: Zoo ambassadorships provide future interpreters an 

opportunity to familiarize with the OKC Zoo’s culture by observing, 

helping, and interacting with a broad spectrum of Zoo visitors. 

 

Essential Job Functions: Zoo ambassadors are front line personnel 

stationed in the front entrance at Global Plaza.  Ambassadors greet and 

welcome guests to the Zoo, answer general questions about exhibits and 

daily events and assist guests with their needs.   

 

Typical Physical Demands: Volunteers must be able to stand or sit at an 

assigned station for up to 4 hours; able to tolerate reasonable heat and cold; 

able to hold and demonstrate various biofacts. 

 

Needed Characteristics, Skills and Experience: Must be knowledgeable 

about the zoo, its amenities, resources and programs, comfortable with 

public speaking and with mixed audiences.  Must enjoy speaking with the 

public. 

 

Length of Commitment: Must complete 16 hours of ambassadorship before 

receiving advanced training as an interpreter. 

 

Evaluation: Must complete a “visitor” scavenger hunt. 

 

Schedule of Shifts/Hours Needed: 

 10 am to 2pm, possibly some evenings.   

 Peak season = February thru November. 

 

Training/Continuing Education:  

 Paired with interpreter mentor who will provide basic training and 

familiarization. 

 Attend majority of quarterly meetings/continuing education 

 Advanced training in interpretation (and animal handling, if desired) 

will be provided by education staff 

 

Requirements: Must be at least 18 years of age.  $20 program fee will cover 

uniform t-shirt, an annual TB test and a background check.  
 

 

 

 

 



 

Job Title: Education Interpreter 

 
Job Summary: Interpreters may assist or lead programs for the general zoo 

population as well as paid conservation education programs. 

 

Essential Job Functions: Use interpretive teaching skills to create and 

implement informal education experiences for paid & unpaid audiences.  

 

Typical Physical Demands: Must be able to lift and carry all program 

supplies and/or outreach animals (approx. 5-10 pounds); must be able to 

stand or sit for up to 4 hours; must be able to tolerate reasonable heat or 

cold. 

 

Needed Characteristics, Skills and Experience: Comfortable with public 

speaking and animal handling. Dependable, energetic, outgoing, flexible.  

 

Benefits Provided: Discounts for Canopy Restaurant, gift shop,  

ZooFriends memberships, special event tickets and most education 

programs.  Continuing education, social events, sneak peek preview nights. 

Complimentary ZooFriends membership upon completion of yearly 

commitment. 

 

Length of Commitment: One year. Must complete 50 hours of interpretive 

programming/year plus meetings. 

 

Evaluation: At least one evaluation will be done each year.   

 

Schedule of Shifts/Hours Needed:  

 10 am to 2pm, possibly some evenings.   

 Peak season = February thru November. 

 

Training/Continuing Education:  

 Must successfully complete ambassador hours before moving into   

interpreter role. 

 Complete interpreter training and create an approved “message in a     

minute” visitor chat. 

 Attend 3 of 4 quarterly meetings/continuing education. 

 

Requirements: Must be at least 18 years of age.  Must have a valid TB test 

and will be subject to background check.  $20 program fee will be waived 

upon fulfillment of ambassadorship. 
 

 


